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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to improve automatic speech recognition
performance when the speech material to be recognised is
produced by non-native speakers and therefore prone to a foreign
accent. A foreign accent generally causes a drop in recognition
performance. In the this study, it is shown that adding modelling
units from the native language into the phonetic pronunciation
network can largely improve the recognition of non-native
speakers without significantly degrading the performance of
native speakers. Moreover, when some extra pronunciation
variants are also added into the word phonetic transcription
network, the recognition improvement becomes even larger. On
the different corpora used in this paper, the error rate reduction
ranged from 11% to 71%.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is often claimed that the earlier in life one begins to learn a
foreign language the better one is apt to pronounce it [1]. It has
also been observed that the strength of the foreign accent
increases greatly if learning begins after the age of 15 [2]. Since
in most countries the majority of youngsters start to receive their
first serious foreign language training at school, around the age
of 12, for the majority of them this leaves little hope of acquiring
native pronunciation. Although the speaker’s ability needs to be
taken into consideration, i.e. some are more apt at picking up a
native accent then others, it must be acknowledged that the great
majority of speakers speaking a foreign language do so with an
accent caused by their mother tongue. Therefore, the problem of
foreign accents will probably remain a serious issue in language
learning as well as in automatic speech recognition, for a long
time.

Automatic speech recognition systems recognise native
speakers significantly better than non-native speakers. The goal
of our study is to improve automatic speech recognition
performance for foreign speakers. The approach chosen here is to
introduce alternative pronunciations using modelling units of the
speaker’s native language. A particular effort is made here to
adapt the speech recognition system to English as a foreign
language, since English is widely used in international contacts.
This study presents results obtained on French speakers speaking
English. Although part of a foreign accent is caused by an
improper use of prosodic parameters, this study focuses mainly
on phoneme processing in foreign accent recognition since, in
ASR systems, prosodic parameters are seldom used.

The starting hypothesis for the approach used in this study is
the following: the mother tongue (or tongues) can act, at least in
the first stages of a foreign language acquisition, as a filter for the
new incoming sounds of this language. The phonemes of the
native language’s phonemic inventory can replace those of the

new language even if they are acoustically and articulatory very
close. If there is no acoustical native counterpart, the phoneme
will either be replaced by the closest native one or it can simply
be left out. Thus, for example, a French speaker often leaves out
the [h] sound in English or German words or replaces the
German velar fricative [X] by the palatal [S]. Moreover, every
speaker speaking a foreign language has his own accent which
can be observed in phonemes or prosodic events that do not
belong to the phonetic inventory of the given foreign language. It
is interesting to take this phenomenon into account instead of
imposing one standard pronunciation for all speakers, whether
native or foreign.  Thus, one can suppose that a foreign speaker
will be more accurately recognised when his own native-
language phoneme models are used together with the phoneme
models of the target language he is speaking. Also, modelling
one “standard” foreign accent for one language community seems
less realistic than using the phoneme inventory of the native
language together with that of the target foreign language. In fact,
a foreign accent is not only community dependent but also
speaker-dependent. Therefore, when training is carried out on a
large group of speakers, “standard” foreign accent modelling may
be smoothed by the inter-speaker differences.

2. NON-NATIVE ACCENTS IN SPEECH RECOGNITION
Nowadays the number of vocal services using automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems is increasing steadily. These services
easily become international as they can be consulted from
anywhere in the world. Moreover, the population of the different
western countries is also becoming more and more
internationalised as an increasing number of people live abroad.
All these phenomena have to be taken into account and they will
lead to building robust, accent independent recognition systems.
Up to now, the models used for speech recognition in ASR
systems were estimated on speech signals produced by native
speakers with standard pronunciation. However, such models
work relatively poorly when non-native speakers are to be
recognised. In [3], non-native English speaker recognition led to
a correct recognition performance drop of 15% when the
modelling units were whole word-models. In the same study it
was found that the accent training of a relatively homogeneous
group of speakers, such as speakers sharing the same native
language, can improve speech recognition when compared to
native-language independent accent training, i.e. several groups
of foreign speakers put together in the training set. In fact, it is
realistic to think that one can successfully describe a foreign
accent for one community of speakers speaking, for instance,
English, but one can hardly expect to do so for all the foreign
communities speaking English. Therefore, it is reasonable to
think that the best way to proceed would be to determine the
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main phonemic or prosodic characteristics of a language-
community when speaking a given foreign language.

2.1. Degree of the accent
People can brilliantly master a foreign language and still use
some of the elements of their mother tongue’s phonetic system.
On the other hand, a beginner, speaking a foreign language
poorly, can have good, almost native pronunciation. Therefore,
the degree of foreignness can hardly be determined by speaker
fluency. A speaker can, at any moment, replace a phoneme of the
foreign language by one of his native language, thus oscillating
between the two phonetic systems. It therefore seems more
appropriate to allow and follow this movement from one system
to the other instead of describing the foreign accent of a given
language community normatively.

The main idea in our foreign accent modelling is to use two
sets of modelling units for describing a word. For each phoneme,
the first modelling unit is the "target" one representing the
phoneme in the language to be recognised. The second modelling
unit belongs to the phonetic system of the speaker’s native
language and its choice is determined by rules allowing the
closest counter-part for the given target phoneme to be found.

Figure 1 illustrates the modelling approach for the English
word "confirm". The index "E" refers to English phonemes and
the index "F" to French ones. The top network represents
standard English pronunciation, the middle network illustrates
the use of a second set of modelling units (here French ones) to
model alternative pronunciation. Finally, the last network also
includes some pronunciation variants. As can be seen from the
middle and bottom diagrams, the two models are entirely
connected allowing the English modelling or the French
modelling units to be used at any stage. Correspondence between
the phonemes of the two languages is determined by rules as that
will be discussed later on. The lower part of the figure illustrates
the introduction of some extra optional pronunciation facilities
(variants) for French speakers who may not respect the schwa-
like vowel pronunciation in unstressed syllables. These variants
are only represented with one modelling unit from the native
language inventory. However, other optional sounds ([r] in figure
1) can be realised either as an English sound or as a French one,
therefore the two modelling representations are introduced. A
final optional schwa-like vowel is also added to this word since,
in French, a vowel [�] can be added to every word which ends in

a consonant. The main characteristic of the variants is that they
are not obligatory and therefore it is possible to leave them out.
When a variant pronunciation is left out, the null transition is
used (see dotted arcs in middle and bottom parts of Figure 1).

3. FRENCH AND ENGLISH: MAIN DIFFERENCES
Although our goal is not to describe a foreign accent or different
degrees of foreign accents, it is still important to point out the
main differences between the target language (language to be
recognised) and the speaker’s native language (filtering
language). In fact, a clear determination of what is typical for
both languages allows the transformation rules between the two
phonological systems to be determined. For every phoneme of
the target language a corresponding counterpart is defined in the
filtering language which can replace this sound in some speakers’
pronunciation. The main difficulty consists in defining the right
correspondence when a phoneme is missing in the filtering
language.

The phonemic level of English is French-accented when the
target (English) phoneme is replaced by its filtered (French)
counterpart. Variants of pronunciation occur when a phoneme
present in the native, canonical, pronunciation disappears or an
epenthetic phoneme appears. Thus, on the phonemic level, the
French accent in English can be dealt with using alternative
phonemes only (middle part of figure 1) or using alternative
phonemes with some extra pronunciation variants (lower part of
figure 1). The phoneme substitution as well as the pronunciation
variants caused by epenthesis and syncopes can be easily
predicted by rules. Another characteristic of French-like
pronunciation which is more difficult to implement is
pronunciation variants which causes the vowel timber to change.
In fact, unstressed English vowels are often pronounced as a
neutral schwa [�], while in French, the vowel timber is not
affected by the position of the stress whatsoever. Therefore, when
a word has a similar spelling form in both languages, French
speakers can have the tendency to maintain vowel timbers
according to French pronunciation.

3.1. Phonemic level
For every phoneme of a language an alternative phoneme is
defined in the other language. When both languages contain the
same or very similar phonemes, finding a phonemic counterpart
is quite straightforward. When it is not the case, the acoustically
closest French phoneme is chosen to stand for the English one.

3.1.1.Vocalic system. The particularity of the French vocalic
system is that all the vowels are tense monophthongs [4].
Another characteristic of French is that the vowel length is short
when it occurs in a non-final position of a prosodic unit.
Moreover, vowel length has no distinctive value in French.
Therefore in our modelling, lax and tense English vowels have
the same tense French counterpart. As diphthongs do not exist in
French, they are transformed into vowel + glide sequences.
Glides can be obligatory (such as in the case of [aI] and [�I]) or

they can be optional (as in the case of [oU] or [eI]). While in
English stressed and unstressed vowels are distinguished, in
French the vowel quality is not altered by stress position. Though
the CNET phonetic transcriber [6] indicates the vowel stress

Standard

With
Alternatives

kE �E nE fE ¶E mE

kE �E nE fE ¶E mE

kF §F nF fF §F mF �F

With
Variants

rEkE �E nE fE ¶E mE

kF §F nF fF §F mF �F

�F iF
rF

Figure 1. Phonetic pronunciation networks for the word
"confirm".
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position and its degree (primary stress and secondary stress), the
transformation rules do not distinguish them.

3.1.2. Consonant system. The English consonant system is more
complex than the French one since it contains more phonemes
and allophonic variants than the French inventory. Unlike the
French system, English contains two inter-dental fricatives, two
affricates and one glottal fricative. The inter-dental fricatives are
coded with their dental counterparts, thus [T] is rewritten as the

French [s] and [D] as the French [z]. The affricates, missing from
the French consonant inventory are decomposed in French into
their two components: a plosive followed by a fricative.

Though differences can exist between the acoustic
representation of the other consonants, all of them have a
phonemic counterpart in French. For instance, the English [r] is a
retroflex one while the French one has a trill or a fricative
realisation. Moreover, English stops have aspirated variants in
initial position in stressed syllables while in French their VOT is
always relatively short except when followed by a pause [4]. The
liquid [l] has dark and clear variants in English while in French
no such distinction is made between its different allophonic
realisations. Although a distinction is made by the phonetic-
transcriber between syllabic and non-syllabic nasals in English,
they correspond to a sole representation of each nasal in French.

3.2. Pronunciation variants
French speakers can create pronunciation variants by epenthesis
of new phonemes or by syncope of existing phonemes. Thus
some attempts were made in this study to predict these variants.

Many French speakers have difficulty in uttering the glottal
fricative [h] which is often missing from the pronunciation in the
accent of a French speaker speaking English. For this reason the
[h] is kept optional in the phonemic networks, and as a result, its
syncope is tolerated.

The mid tense retroflex vowel [¶] is transformed into the

French mid rounded vowel [§] followed by an optional liquid [r]
when a word is spelt with a vowel followed by an “r”. The same
is done for other long vowels when followed by “r” and when in
the canonical transcription the [r] disappeared. The reason for
this is the following: in French, no distinction is made between
short and long vowel, therefore one of the main characteristics of
the accent of a French speaker speaking English is the shortening
of the length of the vowel. But when the origin of the long
English vowel stems from a sound [r] following the vowel, some
French speakers prefer pronouncing the liquid to lengthening the
vowel.

An optional epenthetic neutral vowel is added to the
phonetic transcription of words containing a syllabic nasal or a
syllabic dark [lÚ]. In French each syllable contains a vowel since
French vocalic consonants do not exist. Thus for a French
speaker it can appear difficult to utter a syllable without a vowel
nucleus, hence the tendency to add an epenthetic vowel.

Finally, some pronunciation variants are also added in the
phonetic transcription of the words. Schwa-like vowel timber is
replaced in some unstressed syllables by non-schwa vowels
according to the spelling (see the lower part of figure 1).

4. EXPERIMENTS
In order to test the hypothesis described in the first part of this
study, recognition tests are carried out using speech material
collected from French native speakers speaking English.

4.1. Corpora used
Two corpora are used for evaluating foreign accent recognition:
Corpus_1 and Corpus_2. Corpus_1 is a digit corpus recorded by
about 1000 French speakers from various French speaking
countries and by English speakers from several English speaking
countries uttering the digits through the telephone. This corpus
contains the 10 English digits (from 0 to 9).
Since the vocabulary size is small, Corpus_1 is not considered as
being very significant for foreign accent recognition. A second
corpus, Corpus_2, was collected using a microphone. It contains
61 vocal service commands (isolated words and expressions), 23
country names and 80 city names. The words were pronounced
by 25 French speakers and by 7 English speakers. Corpus_2
contains 4847 recording tokens.

4.2. Test
The speech recognition system used is the CNET PHIL90 system
based on HMM modelling, and allophones are used as speech
modelling units [7]. Speech recognition is carried out in a
speaker and vocabulary independent manner, and also without
any specific accent training.

Several tests are carried out on the speech material described
above. The first one uses standard American pronunciation only
(top diagram in figure 1), the second one uses the standard
American pronunciation plus based on French phonemes (middle
diagram in Figure 1) and the third one uses not only phoneme
alternatives but also pronunciation variants (bottom diagram on
Figure 1).

Only the first two tests are carried out on the Corpus_1
(digit corpus) using standard pronunciation only, and phoneme
alternatives only while all the three tests are carried out on
Corpus_2. The reference point for the two corpora is the use of
American standard pronunciation without any phoneme
alternatives or pronunciation variants. The data collected from
the English speakers is dedicated to testing to what extent the
performance obtained on native English speakers is affected
when phoneme or pronunciation variants are added into the
recognition network. It can be assumed that adding variants to
the standard word phonetic description could alter the
performance of the native population. Although the aim of this
approach is to improve non-native speaker recognition, the
recognition of native speakers should not be penalised.

4.3. Results and discussion
4.3.1. Corpus_1. Table 1 shows the recognition error rates
obtained for French and English speakers on the Digit corpus.
The first line shows average results when American English
pronunciation only is used and the second line shows those
obtained when adding alternatives into the pronunciation
network.

As is shown in Table 1, on average there is only a slight
improvement in French accent recognition whereas almost the
same amount of drop in English accent recognition performance
is observed. The cause of such a slight improvement probably
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stems from the choice of the corpus itself. In fact, the digit corpus
contains almost exclusively monosyllabic words and is probably
not appropriate for foreign accent detection tests.

Detailed results are also calculated for calls from different
French speaking and English speaking countries. Although there
are differences among the error rates obtained on the different
French speaking groups, the error rate is lowered for every group
when French modelling units are added into the recognition
network. Unfortunately the error rate increases for the English-
speaking groups. It is worthwhile mentioning that the highest
observed degradation is for the USA group. This is probably due
to the fact that the reference test uses standard American
pronunciation. The standard pronunciation is very well adapted
to American pronunciation (the USA group had the lowest error
rate) and therefore the corresponding performance is bound to be
corrupted by the added variants.

French group English group
Standard 12.3% 10.5%

With Alternatives 10.9% 11.6%

Table 1. Error rates on the Digit corpus collected from several
French speaking and English speaking countries.

4.3.2. Corpus_2. The results obtained from the second corpus
and from every subset of it (command words, country names and
city names) are very positive.
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Figure 2. Recognition error rate for 3 subsets of the Corpus_2.

As is illustrated in Figure 2, the recognition of French
speakers is quite poor when only the standard American
pronunciation is used. There is a significant improvement
(around 33 % error rate reduction for each set of words) when
alternative French phoneme models are added into the phonetic
description of the word. Error rate reduction reached 71.5% for
the city name set when some variants are also added to the
original description.

The results obtained on the native English group (7
speakers) can be summarised as follows: when standard word
descriptions are used, recognition performance is always
significantly better for the native group compared to the French
speaker group: the performance difference ranges from 28.3% to
51.9% for the three word sets. Moreover, the native group
recognition error rate is never degraded by new unit additions. In

some cases this group also takes advantage of the new modelling
units or variants, since its recognition error rate is also improved.

It has been observed that the unfamiliar city names can lead
to large pronunciation variations [8] and the results obtained here
confirm this finding. Using the standard pronunciation, the
highest error rate was obtained on the city name corpus for both
speaker groups: natives (17.4%) and for foreigners (35.3%).
Adding alternative pronunciation and variants is useful not only
for foreign speakers but also for native ones. In fact, the error rate
on city names uttered by the native group is reduced by 11.3%
when French phoneme models are added and by 20.5% when
pronunciation variants are also included into the pronunciation
network.

5. CONCLUSION
This study has shown that using native language modelling units
for foreign accent recognition efficiently improves automatic
speech recognition performance. A systematic use of these
building units allows each speaker to "compose" his own degree
of foreign accent. One of the big advantages of this approach is
that no training of the foreign accent nor different degrees of
such accent is required. The applications use modelling units
already available for each language. Adding pronunciation
variants can even improve speech recognition performance
further.

One of the possible extensions of the approach described in
this study is pronunciation correction in speech learning. In fact,
using two modelling units for every phoneme easily allows the
path used by the student to be visualised and can thus highlight
the parts of the uttered speech which do not match native
pronunciation, and which should be corrected.
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